Comparison of unpredictable environmental variation generated by year and by seeding-time factors for measuring type 4 stability.
Type 4 stability has been proposed to measure a cultivar's homeostatic property to resist unpredictable environmental variation. The requirement for calculating this stability is that the experiment must contain a time factor in addition to the cultivar x location factors. Of the two time factors, year and seeding-time, the latter is less attractive biologically because it represents only a part of the broader context of unpredictable variation represented by years, but it is attractive in terms of shortening the test period. Investigation of historical data from the Eastern Cooperative trials and the Ontario Production trials in Canada indicates that the unpredictable variation generated by seeding-time was about half that generated by year. Although type 4 stability measured by both factors appears to be the same, the stability measured by seeding-time is more prone to variation. The implication is that complete substitution of the year factor by seeding-time is not appropriate, but use of both factors in combination may be sensible.